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In the past years, there has been tremendous progress in the field of intelligent transport systems; several successful cooperative 

mobility have proven potential benefits of cooperative systems in increasing both energy efficiency and safety for specific transport 

modes. However, the large variety of cooperative applications have been designed for different goals, stakeholders or specific settings 

/ environments and have been developed on a silo-based approach and deployed independently from each other, serving however, at 

higher level, similar goals and functionalities for the end-user. Scalability, IT-security, decentralization and operator openness are 

some of the most important properties that a technical and commercial successful solution must provide. 

C-MobILE aims to stimulate / push existing and new pilot sites towards large-scale, real-life C-ITS deployments interoperable across 

Europe. Well-defined operational procedures will lead to decentralized and dynamic coupling of systems, services and stakeholders 

across national and organizational borders in an open, but secure C-ITS ecosystem, based on different access technologies, the usage 

of which is transparent for service providers and seamless and continuous for the end-users across different transport modes, 

environments and countries. 

This document explains the rationale and structure for data logging, and specifies the log parameters and formats for logging vehicle 

data, communication, applications and driver interactions. The specifications are maintained in spreadsheets (see section 1.4). 

The scope for logging is to support data collection for testing and debugging, verification, validation, interoperability and evaluation of 

cooperative, connected and automated driving systems.  

The current version supports: 

 C-ITS message sets for CAM, DENM, IVI, SPAT(EM), MAP(EM), SRM, SSM 

 C-ITS services for traffic safety and efficiency, probe vehicle data and automated driving 

 oneM2M communication for IoT services 

 Hybrid communication e.g. using ITS-G5, cellular (3-4G) or fixed network communication 

 Logging from personal devices, vehicle systems, road side and central ITS-Stations  

 Specifications have evolved with contributions from projects like SPITS, InterCor, AUTOPILOT and C-MobILE.  

The rationale (section 3) for logging is based on guiding principles: 

 Use only standard tools and formats, and avoid any project-specific solutions 

 Structure and definition of log parameters is separated from encoding and file formats  

 Data is logged in the native encoding and formats of systems to minimize data processing and overhead for the purpose of 

logging  

 Black(grey) box approach to testing without making any assumptions on architecture or application logic 

 Logging will be generated asynchronously by many cooperative stations, applications, components, hence many log fles of 

many different types are generated 

 All logging will be collected centrally for data analysis, e.g. to evaluate cooperation and interactions 

 Level of detail and scope for logging can be switched on/off in function of the data needed for testing, verification and 

validation or evaluation.  

The specifications of the parameters and format is open and public with the explicit purposes to evolve into a common approach and 

toolset across projects and partners, to minimise development efforts in future projects, and harmonise the execution and reporting of 

field tests for verification, validation and evaluations. Hence the specifications are published with the explicit request to provide 

feedback on experiences, and share improvements and extensions to the advantage of all future users.  

This version for C-MobILE does not use from [1]: 

 vehicle data logging 

 communication logging in normalised form 

 configuration 

 file formats and encoding in XER, XML and JSON 

 



 

 

This is a working document with the objective to facilitate the harmonisation of logging, data management and data analyses for field 

testing, interoperability, verification, validation and evaluation. First step is to agree on the definition of the parameters and 

organisation of logging as input to debugging and analysis. Partners may use different formats for logging; important is then to agree 

on the common set of parameters and data quality criteria for logging and how to share the results.  

 

The scope is to define all the necessary data that could be logged and collected from field tests. The log parameter definitions and 

structure also provide the definitions for data storage and analysis to support testing and debugging, verifications, validations and 

evaluations.  

This version of logging format specifications for C-MobILE does not use the vehicle data logging, communication logging in 

normalised form, and the configuration logging. The sections and specifications are omitted in this version.  

 

The logging is based on the notion that in field tests log data need to be collected from physical and logically autonomous entities 

called stations. Logical entities are considered for example for a Personal ITS-Station (PIS) like a smartphone, Vehicle ITS-Station 

(VIS), Automated Vehicle (AV with or without a VIS), Road side ITS-Station (RIS), and Central ITS-Station (CIS).  

Every station that generates logging has a unique identifier; the stationid or log_stationid.   

Every station is considered as a black or grey box. The various assemblies of stations are not directly considered, e.g. whether a VIS 

has a separate HMI device, On-Board Unit and ITS-G5 Communication Unit, on-board sensors or automated driving and control 

function, or whether a RIS has a separate traffic detector, controller, Application Unit, Communication Unit and Road Side Unit. 

Every log-station is free to define: 

 Its unique internal decomposition into “application” units that generate log data. An application in this sense may be a data 

logger, communication unit, control unit, vehicle network controller or client, automated driving function, or display unit.  

 How to organise its internal logging and log file formats by 'applications' that log events and actions from communication, 

applications or an HMI.  

 Coordinate the management of events in the communication, application and HMI logic by defining and forwarding an 

'eventid', such that events can be traced accross the relevant “application units”.   

Following parameters and concepts are used in this description and specifications, and prefixed with the 'log_' or 'event'. 

Parameter Description 

Experiment,  

Test run, 

Test session 

Tests and pilots are logically organised, for example in experiments, test runs or test sessions. Important for logging 

and data analysis is that all logging from all stations that cooperate (e.g. exchange messages) in an experiment are 

collected in the same log data set, and not mixed or duplicated in other experiments. The terms experiment, test run 

and test sessions are used interchangeably in this report. 

log_station Logical entity or station with one or more applications that provide logging. A station can be for example a ITS-

Station, a vehicle, device, platform or server.  

A station has a globally unique identifier; the log_stationid.  

See section 2.1 for more details. 

log_application Application or logical component of a log_station that generates logging. An application can be for example a 

hardware unit, software component, communication unit, sensor, or HMI device. Applications can also be 

distinguished per service or bundle of services.  

Multiple applications in a single station may provide the same or similar logging files and formats, and generate the 

same or similar log data items. All log data from all applications of a single station is considered to belong to the 

same log_station, e.g. following the same trajectory.  

A station assigns an identifier to each application; the log_applicationid.  

The log_applicationid is unique within the station; i.e. the tuple <log_stationid, log_applicationid> is globally 

unique.  



Parameter Description 

See section 2.1 for more details. 

log_item Single set of log parameters that are logged simultaneously from the same log_application as a single line or record 

in a log file.  

See section 2.1 for more details. 

log_timestamp Timestamp when the log_item is generated. The timestamp is stamped by the log_application.  

All timestamping of all stations and applications are assumed to be time synchronised in post processing. See 

section 2.1 for more details. 

event Instance or period during which an event-full situation occurs.  

An event is defined from the perspective of a log_station and identified with an 'eventid'. The eventid must be 

unique within the logging of the log_station. 

A road user application may define an event when passing a road hazard or controlled intersection. A road side 

system may define an event for a period of a road works or a traffic jam. The single road works event from the road 

side unit would then match many events from passing vehicles.  

See section 2.5.2 for more details. 

eventtype Type or class of events that occur in different form and in different types of stations. An event type is defined for a 

specific service or function, and collectively defines  a set of models of sub events and actions for the related 

communication, detection, control and actuation.  

See section 2.5.2.1 for more details. 

eventmodel A model of causally related eventactions of an event type. 

Event models are defined for communication acts, interaction protocols, and for state machines for detection, 

control and actuation. 

Event models may be causally or hierarchically related within an event type. The relations in the model are not 

explicitly defined and the model is considered as a black or grey box in log_stations.  

See section 2.5.2.1 for more details. 

eventaction  A single action in an event model. 

An eventaction can be a transition, action or activity in a state machine, a decision in a control model, a send or 

reception action in a communication or interaction protocol.  

The causal relationships of actions in the event model is not explicitly modelled. Only the timing, order and 

occurrence of actions are relevant to log.  

Actions in a single event model may be logged by a single log_application or by multiple log_applications, sensors, 

components and devices. Actions may be logged in separate files. However, they should log the same 'eventid' 

issued by the log_station.  

See section 2.5.2.1 for more details. 

Table 1: Parameters and Concepts 

The next sections describe the rational of the logging approach and the structure of the log items and parameters. 

 

The log items and parameters are specified in separate workbooks: 

<specification file name>_<version>.xlsx 

The version number of this document (pages 1 and 2).  

See section 2.4 for documentation on the usage of the workbooks.  



Specification workbook file name Description 

LogFormat_Communication Communication logging of C-ITS on IoT messages in section 3. 

LogFormat_Application_CITS Application and HMI logging for C-ITS services in section 4. 

Table 2: Specifications of log items and parameters 

Examples of logging and log files are included as an archive file “example-logfiles.zip”. 

 

Following abbreviations are frequently used in this document and in the workbooks of Table 2, either in capitals or in small letters (by 

convention in the workbooks): 

Abbrevation Description 

ADA Automated Data Analysis; a TNO toolset for the processing of log data 

CAM Cooperative Awareness Message – and associated Cooperative Awareness Services 

CDD Common Data Dictionary 

DENM Decentralised Environmental Notification Message – and associated DEN Services 

EVW Emergency Vehicle Warning services using CAM or DENM messages 

IVI In-Vehicle Information messages and associated In-Vehicle Services 

MAP, MAPEM MAP or MAPEM messages 

PVD Probe Vehicle Data and related services 

RLVW Red Light Violation Warning services using SPAT or DENM messages 

RWW Road Works Warning messages (DENM or IVI) and related services 

SPAT, SPATEM Signal Phase and Timing messages, or SPATEM messages 

SRM, SREM Service Request Message 

SSM, SSEM Service State Message 

SVW or SSVW Slow and Stationary Vehicle Warning services using DENM or CAM messages.  

Note that the RLVW is sometimes also abbreviated in C-MobILE as SVW.  

TLM Traffic Light Maneuver services for controlled intersections and related messages (MAP, SPAT, SRM, 

SSM) and services 

Table 3: Abbreviations used services, log items and parameters 

 



 
This section describes the rational and high level structure of logging that provides the basis for storing, collecting and processing log 

data in an automated process.  

 

 Every vehicle, platform, server or device provides its own logging, and manages the integrity of its logging with unique 

identifiers, time synchronisation and time stamping. 

 Log data is provided per experiment (or test run or test session). Data loggers should manage the size, experiments and 

chronological order of log data. When logging is provided in separate files, the filenames should make this explicit by 

including the log_stationid, log_applicationid and a starting timestamp in the log file names (see Table 4). This is especially 

relevant if log data needs to be uploaded wirelessly and have to be split is small sized files. 

 All stations and applications that generate logging must be time synchronized. Time synchronisation issues cannot be fixed 

afterwards. 

 All timestamps are logged in a common time format, with a time zone and time unit: Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) in 

milliseconds since Unix epoch (number of milliseconds that have elapsed since January 1, 1970 (midnight UTC/GMT), not 

counting leap seconds (in ISO 8601: 1970-01-01T00:00:00Z).  

o Timestamps in other time formats are converted in the logging to avoid a posteriori conversion and interpretation 

issues in other software tools.  

o If timestamps in the original message are essential for identification of the message, referencing or analyses, then 

these should obviously be logged and appended, together with the converted value in UTC.  

o Partial timestamps, such as a deltagenerationtime, must be logged with an absolute timestamp, because posterior 

reconstruction of the absolute timestamp is ambiguous.  

 Locations or positions are defined in WGS84 coordinates: latitude, longitude, bearing/heading. Latitude and longitude 

should be in degrees with 10^-7 precision. Locations may be supplemented with road id, direction, lane id, etc. for reference. 

 Log data parameter names should be unique. When data element names are reused within a log station, log application, 

message type or event, they are assumed to have the same semantics and units. To avoid issues in conversion between tools, 

it is recommended to use only lower-case characters, digits and underscores (“_”). No spaces in the names. Date element 

names with capital letters should also be unique when all letters are converted to lower case letters.  

o By convention, all table, row or column names are in small letters, without spaces or special characters. 

 Log items of the same type, generated by one or more log_applications, can be logged in one or more log files.  

 Log items of different type should not be combined in a single file. This eases the automated processing of log items and use 

a dedicated tool and process for every log file type.  

 

The logging from all stations acting and cooperating in a single experiment are ultimately collected and managed in a single, central, 

data set. A consistent process should be implemented to collect the logging per experiment and define log file names that clearly 

identify the experiment.  

o Mixing or duplication of logging across experiment data sets must be avoided, and is imposed by the file naming that allows 

a single file to contain only a single log_item, encoding and file type. 

o The log file names should also unambiguously relate log files to stations and experiments and provide an ordering of log 

files, e.g. chronologically by including the stationid and a start timestamp in the file names. This is especially relevant if log 

files have to be split chronologically to file sizes that can be uploaded remotely.  

o If a local repository is used to collect and manage log files, then it may be more efficient to collect all log_items of the same 

type from multiple stations, and combine these in a single log file to upload into a central data repository.  

o Log_items from different experiments should not be combined in a single file.  

 

A strict convention for file naming is crucial for automating data processing, collection and  storage. The convention is based on the 

prioritisation of data processing tasks: 

1. The log_item and file type determine the tooling needed to process a log file, and the information needed for a specific 

analysis 

2. The log_station determines which files to include in the analyses of a single station of cooperating stations 



3. The timing of log files allows the selection a time window for data analysis and to organise storage.  

Following file naming convention is defined: 

<log_item>_<log_stationid>_<utc_time_iso8601>[_<encoding>].<filetype> 

Where: 

log_item Identifies the type of log_item contained in the file. Log_items are described in section 2.4 

and specified by the sheet name in the specification workbook for the type of logging. For 

communication logging the message_type is used to identify the <log_item> in the file 

name.  Examples of log_item pre-fixes in file names are: 

o ‘cam’, ‘denm’, ‘ivi’ for communication loging (section 3) 

o ‘tlmevent’, ‘securityaction’ for application logging (section 4)  

log_stationid Station identifier generating the logging, as defined in Table 4.  

o If the same log_items are collected from multiple stations, then the log_stationid 

value in the filename is set to 0. 

utc_time_iso8601 A human readable time format of YYYYMMDD’T’HHmmss enables manual search of 

data.  

o A UTC time for example of the first item in the log file can be used to name a log 

file and to chronologically order files  

encoding Type of formatting of the payload of a log item, for example uper, xer, json. 

o Ideally, data is logged in the native encoding of communication and vehicle data 

to minimise the run-time overhead for logging. 

filetype Standard file type of the log file for example csv, xml, fcdump 

 

Example file names: 

cam_302052140_20170322T121353.csv 

cam_302603122_20170503T185207_uper.csv 

ivi_1005_20170321T230252_xer.xml 

securityaction_8666663_20180322T212511.csv 

The next subsections present the rationale of the structure of log data while semantics and details are specified in sections 3 and 4. 

Section 2.6 specifies the options for the syntax encodings and types of log files.  

 

A log item is a record of log parameters to be logged by a single log_application at the same time and with the same log_timestamp.  

Every log item must contain the meta data as specified in section 2.4.1. All meta data are mandatory log parameters.  

Section 2.4.2 describes how log_items are fully specified in workbooks attached to this document.  

Log items are organised by types of logging and fully specified in workbooks as specified in Table 2. The types of logging are 

described at a high level in section 2.5, and in more detail in the sections 3 and 4.  

 

Every log item shall be prefixed with the data elements in Table 4. The prefix “log_” is used to denote that the data element is added to 

the log item contents. The meta data is required for automatic organisation and processing. the data from multiple applications, 

stations, use cases and pilots. This structure is independent of the organization of log data in files, experiments, test sessions or test 

units, because the meta data is logged for every log_item in every log file.  

Data element Description 

log_stationid Identifier of the log station that logs the log item. The log_stationid should be unique within 



the project. 

log_applicationid Identifier of the log application (in the log station) that logs the log item. The log_applicationid 

is at least unique within the log station (log_stationid).   

log_timestamp Timestamp at which the log application logs the log item.  

log_action Enumerated value identifying the action in the data flow to, in or from the log_application. 

Table 4 – Mandatory meta data log_parameters in all log_items 

 

Log_items are fully specified in a set of attached workbooks as defined in Table 2. This section describes how the workbooks are 

setup. 

A workbook specifies all log_items for a type of logging as defined in Table 2; i.e. vehicle data logging, communication logging, 

application logging. 

A workbook consists of tabs or sheets. Every sheet completely defines a single log_item. Consequently, the sheet also defines the 

structure of a single log file.  

A sheet defines all possible log_parameters that can be logged in a log_item, and include the meta data as defined in section 2.4.1. 

Log_parameters are defined by: 

o Parameter name – in small letters without spaces. 

o Data type 

o Value range, such as the predefined values of enumerations 

o Unit 

o Description of the parameter and any conditions for logging 

o In additional columns per service or message type, whether the parameter is mandatory (M), conditional (C) or optional (O) 

for specific purposes. Conditional implies that the parameter is mandatory in specified conditions, and optional otherwise. 

Service abbreviations are used from Table 3. 

 

Several types of logging are identified for host or vehicle data, communication, application logic and HMI events as sketched in Figure 

1 and Figure 2.  

1. At the vehicle data level, vehicle data is collected from on-board sensors, vehicle communication network, and vehicle state 

estimators.  

2. At the communication layer, logging is collected on the contents and timing of messages that are sent and received.  

3. At the application layer, events are logged on the application logic such as decisions, state transitions, control or advice 

actions.  

4. At the HMI level, presentation and revocation events on the driver or device display are logged.  

The layered approach enables the selection of specific layers for logging and analysis in function of the objectives for testing, 

verification, validation or evaluations. The selection may be refined by message type or service. A project may decide for example to 

collect only logging for piloting and evaluation at the HMI layer, or only for specific services at the application layer, and switch of the 

logging for vehicle data and communication.  

 



 

Figure 1: Vehicle ITS-Station simplified architecture 

 

 

Figure 2: Road Side ITS-Station simplified architecture 

The log_applicationid can be used explicitly to identify layers and components for logging. For example: 

o For each sensor or data fusion component to distinguish in vehicle data 

o For each communication unit to distinguish in hybrid communication setups (in addition to the log_communicationprofile 

paramter) 

o For each service or service bundle in application logging that can be enabled/disabled 

o For each display or audio device when multiple HMIs are used, or to distinguish which HMI is disabled or enabled for 

baseline and treatment tests.  

o For each service specific HMI function when a user can enable and disable the presentation of information and warnings per 

service.  

 

Communication logging contains log item meta data and messages that are sent or received by a station via any communication 

medium, path or channel.  



The log item header defined in Table 4 should be extended with the log parameters from Table 5; i.e. every communication log item 

contains all mandatory log_parameters from Table 4 and Table 5.  

The log_action element in Table 4 now defines the communication act; i.e. whether the message was ‘SENT’ or ‘RECEIVED’. 

Alternative communication profiles or channels may be used to communicate the same messages. In a hybrid architecture for example 

the same SPAT messages are exchange via both ITS-G5 and CELLULAR, possibly logged by different log_applications within the 

same log_station. 

Data element  Description 

log_stationid 

Data elements defined in Table 4 log_applicationid 

log_timestamp 

log_action { SENT, RECEIVED } 

log_communicationprofile Identifier of the communication profile, medium, channel, or path used: {ITS_G5, CELLULAR, 

UWB, LTE_V2X, …} 

log_messagetype Type of standardised message. The enum fields define the 

<standardisation organisation>.<message type> 

 Examples are ETSI.CAM, ETSI.DENM 

log_messageuuid Universal Unique Identifier of the message. This is an alternative for the identification of 

messages from the message contents.  

Table 5 – Mandatory and conditional log parameters of communication log items 

If log data from all stations is collected for analyses, then the relevant contents of sent messages may need to be logged only once.  

The obvious approach to realise this is to log the complete contents of every message by the sender. Then the receiver should 

at least log the information that uniquely identifies the message and the sender of the message. This approach minimises the 

logging resources for all receivers. See section 3.1 for implementation details and options.  

Following conditions need to be met and verified in order to safely reduce the volume of logging in this manner: 

o Logging from all sending stations need to be collected and accessible for the data analysis of the logging of receivers.  

o Unique messages are identified uniquely by senders and all receivers in order to trace the messages unambiguously and 

retrieve the message contents unambiguously from the collective logging of senders and receivers. 

The C-ITS messages (section 3.1) can be identified uniquely by data elements (Table 10), in which case there is no need to generate 

unique message UUIDs. This is the default case for C-MobILE. If applications do not decode messages to extract the unique data 

elements, or message contents does not enable the unique identification of each message and sender, then the following approach is 

provided: 

o The application generating a new message should generate also a UUID and include the UUID in the message body.  

o Receivers must log the UUID, regardless of whether a receiving application also decodes the message to use data elements 

for identification. (to avoid duplicate message identification mechanisms for the same message types).  

 

The implementation, structure and logic of applications may be very different from one system to the other. Therefore, a black box 

approach is chosen to logging in which log_stations and log_applications are reduced to black boxes that take actions for events. The 

terminology for logging is reduced to two concepts:  

Event An event is an instance or period in which a service or function is activated in a log-station. The event is defined by the 

log_station. The event is detected by one log_application such as an on-board sensor or upon the reception of a message. The 

event will trigger other log_applications in the log_stations, for example the HMI to warn the driver or a vehicle control 

function.  

Action An action is taken by a log_application in the same log_station in response to the event. Actions can be the dissemination of 

a message, a decision on the relevance of the event for the host log_station, on the decision to triggering awareness of the 

driver and on prioritisation of information and warnings to be presented to the driver. 

The functionality and performance of applications and HMIs are evaluated in terms of the timing and logical ordering of actions taken 

in response to detected events.  

The concept for the approach is derived from systems modelling. A Log_station can be regarded as a structured state machine. It 

receives or detects external events from its environment, that trigger internal actions and actions to its environment. Internally within 



the log_station, the state machine is decomposed into a hierarchy of state machines, with triggering events, transitions, actions and 

activities.  

Only the events and actions that are relevant for the analyses of a service and applications. Relevant actions are for example: 

1. Essential for cooperative systems are the 'physical' interactions of communicating stations; i.e. the messages that are sent and 

received. 

2. Actions that support drivers and road users, and input to vehicle controls and automated driving functions. 

3. Essential decisions to be taken in the execution of services that determine the cause-effect relations between the input and 

output from 1. and 2.  

Internal states and implementation-specific activities of a log_station can be ignored in this black box approach. This makes this 

approach independent of the implementation and architecture of log_stations and log_applications. 

Figure 3 sketches the concept for logging events and actions in a communication diagram. It is characteristic for the cooperation and 

interactions when broadcasting messages such as DENM or IVI. Two cooperating log_stations, a sender and a receiver, are sketched in 

separate swimlanes.  

Both log_stations cooperate to react to the same 'event'. However, the  log_stations play a different role in the cooperation and 

experience the event in a differently. Therefore, each log_station will log its own event, independently of the other log_station's event. 

In other words; each swim lane is logged as a separate event.  

The blue boxes and arrows show the possible sequence of actions within each log_station. The blue boxes are the high-level activities 

needed to realize a service or function. These activities provide the logical decomposition to model the actions of an event; i.e.  

o Log_stations are expected to execute the activies in the logical sequence 

o Log_stations are expected to take one or more actions in the execution of an activity. 

 

Figure 3: Abstract communication diagram to model an event by activities and actions of cooperating log_stations 

Since the event can be modelled as a logical sequence of blue boxes or activities, and each activity can be modelled as a set of possible 

actions, we call the activity an 'eventmodel'., and an event will be defined by a set of eventmodels in the next sub sections. 

EventModel An eventmodel defines the set of possible actions that a log_station can take within an activity in response to an 

event. A series of eventmodels is defined for a type of events and should cover the activities of all actors and roles 

involved in the type of events. Eventmodels provide the structure to organise the logging of events and actions. 

Interactions within and between log_stations can become complex and numerous. Figure 4 gives an example of the dynamics of 

internal application activities from Figure 3 and the actions log within a single station. Activities are presented by boxes and actions by 

triangles within the boxes.  

The example is a DENM type of event, for example for a Road Works Warning. A Traffic Control Centre or Central Unit sets a RWW 

traffic measure, for which a series of road side units generate DENM and IVI messages. The log_station is a Vehicle ITS-Station (VIS) 

passing the road side units and is the receiver swim lane in Figure 3.  



Whether the eventmodels are implemented in a single or multiple log_applications, and whether the actions are taken from a onre or 

more software modules, is irrelevant for analyses. The reason for distinguishing the eventmodels is that each model targets a different 

analysis: 

1. Upon reception of the first DENM, a new event is detected and logged with a new eventid. The event information, and 

especially the eventid, are passed on to all relevant log_applications as indicated by the dotted grey arrows. The eventid must 

be logged with every action in order to to relate this action to the event during data analyses. 

2. The purpose of the event model for 'Receiving DEN messages' is to analyse when and where messages are received relative 

to the awareness and relevance areas. The first action in this eventmodel to log is the reception of the first DENM. The 

reception of updated and terminated DENMs are logged as following actions. 

3. The eventmodel for 'Relevance' enables the analysis of timeliness and directionality, including time synchronisation, time 

validity and travel direction.  

4. The eventmodel for "Matching' enables analysis of map matching and positioning accuracy, for example to distinguish 

whether the VIS is on a parallel road or crossing the DENM trace.   

5. The 'Awarness' eventmodel enables the analysis of the implementation logic to support drivers, for example the warning 

distance to road works and how DENM information for relevance and awareness is used. This is especially relevant for 

interoperability and validation.  

6. The 'HMI' or 'presentation' eventmodel enables to analyse what information is not only triggered but whether the driver was 

able to see or hear the warning. This may be affected by prioritisation of events on the display, and whether the app run in 

foreground or background.  

 

Figure 4: Example of an event with eventmodels (boxes) and eventactions (triangles) 

This black box approach applies to all log_applications for service applications, driver interaction (HMI) and vehicle controls, because 

the same input events will trigger actions in all these log_applications that should be analysed collectively.  

Basically, log_applications need to log the event with occuring eventmodels and eventactions to enable analyses of the logic and 

interoperability of implementations. Following subsections specify the application logging. Additional parameters may be logged to 

quantify eventactions for more detailed analyses and these will be specified in section 4.  

 

Event types, models and actions specify the structure for logging events. This sub section specifies the definition of eventmodels. How 

to log events is specified in the next section 2.5.2.2.  

Events can be logically grouped by use case, service, communication protocol or interaction protocol. In this document, such a logical 

group of events is called an EventType. The processing of a specific type of C-ITS message for example is defined as an eventtype 

and implemented in section 4.1.  

 



An eventtype is specified by the eventmodels and eventactions (Table 6):  

o An EventModel is defined by an eventmodelid, and a description of the activity for the eventtype. 

o An EventAction is defined by an eventactionid, and a decription of the action, decision or transition within the activity of 

the eventmodel.  

Name Description 

eventmodelid unique identifier (enum) of the EventModel within the set of models for the EventType 

eventactionid unique identifier (enum) of the EventAction within the EventModel 

Table 6 – Mandatory data elements to define the EventModels 

The eventmodelids must be unique within an eventtype, and the eventactionids must be unique within an eventmodelid.  

 

This section specifies how to log events using for the event types and ids specified in the previous section.  

Every occurrence or detection of a specific type of event is considered an event. In the example of Figure 4 above, the RWW event is 

first detected when the first DENM is received by the vehicle ITS-Station. The event should be defined and logged upon reception of 

the message. All subsequent DENMs received for the same RWW belong to the same event. Logging events is done in two operations:  

1. First the log_station detects, defines and logs the event with the mandatory parameters from Table 7, including an eventid. 

2. Each eventaction is logged with the eventid as reference to the event.  

Name  Description 

eventtype eventtype as defined in Table 11 

eventid unique id defined by the stationid. Note that this cannot be specific to an application within a station 

log_action Action or role of the log_station in the event, e.g. as sender or receiver of a C-ITS event (Enum: 

'SENT', 'RECEIVED') 

Table 7 – Mandatory log parameters of events 

Upon detection of a new event in step 1, the log_station should generate a unique identifier for the event: the eventid.  

o The station should ensure that every eventid is unique within the logging of the log_station.  

Preferably, eventids are generated as a monotonic sequence.  

Note: eventids may be generated by a log_application. However, the eventid cannot be unique only within the 

log_application. The eventid must be shared with other log_applications. The eventid must be unique across all 

log_applications, otherwise eventactions cannot be unambiguously associated to a single event.  

o The log_station should also detect the type of event, e.g. from the message type. Additional parameters that identify the 

event from external information must also be logged. The additional parameters that need to be logged to uniquely identify 

the event is specific for the event type and specified in section 4.6. 

After step 1, log_applications must log every eventaction with the mandatory parameters specified in Table 8. An eventaction is 

identified by the <eventmodelid, eventactionid> of the event type as defined in Table 6.  

o Eventactions should be uniquely associated to the single event by the eventid. The purpose of the eventid is to trace all 

actions across all applications within the station that are related to a same event. The eventid should be passed on to all 

relevant applications that log actions related to this event. 

o The eventmodel must be of the eventype that is defined for the event by the log_station. Otherwise the eventmodelid and 

evenactionid do not correspond to the eventid and event logic.  

o Additional parameters to quantify the action can also be logged with the action (e.g. sections 4.3.3 and 4.5.3). 

Name  Description 

eventid unique id defined by the stationid for the related event. This is the eventid logged in Table 7.  

eventmodelid id of the event model from the EventModels sheet, e.g. as defined in Table 14 

eventactionid id of the event action from the EventModels sheet, e.g. as defined in Table 14 

Table 8 – Mandatory log parameters of eventactions 



The actions that can be logged for an event are specific for the event type and will be detailed in section 4. How events are detected, 

what actions are taken and logged, and how actions are associated to events, depends on the architecture and implementation of the 

station. Typically, not all stations may log all eventactions, all eventmodels and all eventtypes.  

 

The event model is flexible in the sense that it allows alternative implementations to take actions. If different stations use different 

approaches, then obviously the relationships and dependencies of events will be different as well and may also impact driver support 

and quality of service. Following describes alternative approaches anticipated in the evaluations: 

1. Ideally, a station creates a new event (with unique eventId) upon the first detection, such as the reception of a new DENM 

for the RWW example (Figure 4). The eventId is forwarded to all related applications (dotted arrows). The occurrence, 

timing and sequence of eventactions (triangles) are indicative for the functionality and performance of log_stations and their 

interoperability. 

2. Alternatively a log_application may not receive a unique eventId from the log_station and creates it’s own eventids upon 

detection of a new event. Consequently, the sequence of eventactions is broken, and HMI actions may not longer be related 

to the reception of messages and events of other log_stations. 

3. If the application in situation 2 does not maintain the state of events, it could generate a new eventid for every action, e.g. 

every repeated and received DENM. Consequently, the association between communication, application logic and HMI 

events is broken.   

Obviously options 2 and 3 may significantly increase the number of generated eventids by a log_station. More importantly, the 

correlation of actions and events is left to the interpretation of data analysts and evaluators. 

 

This section presents generic options for file formats, including encoding the log data and file types, to store and exchange log data, as 

described in section 2.2.  

The log data may be encoded using standard formats from section 2.6.1, for example to log data in the native encoding used by 

applications or communication and avoid unnecessary data processing for the purpose of logging.  

Log data can be stored in several standard file formats as specified in section 2.6.2, for example to suite the tooling available on 

log_stations. The file format should match the encoding formats as specified in section 2.6.2.  

Not all options presented in this section are relevant for logging vehicle, communication or application data. The relevant 

combinations are specified in sections Error! Reference source not found. and 4.  

Following requirements from section 2.2 should be noted that are particularly relevant for logging communication messages e.g. in 

JSON or XML format: 

1. A log file contains a set of log_items of the same type.  

2. A log file may contain log_items from a single stationid or from multiple stationids in the same experiment.  

3. The log item and log_station must be indicated in the file name, as specified in section 2.3. 

4. Individual log_items should not be logged individually; do not log every single log_item in a new file, unless strictly 

necessary.  

 

Encoding of log data is not strictly necessary. All parameters could be logged in ANSI / UTF-8 characters (integer, real, string, …) 

directly in csv files for example for application logging.  

In communication, however, data is typically sent using some form of encoding of the message payload. To minimise the overhead for 

logging, the encoded messages can be logged by both senders and receivers immediately upon generation, sending or reception 

respectively.  

The alternative is that the sender logs the payload before encoding, and the receiver logs the payload after decoding. This option is 

strongly discouraged for structured messages in flat files; i.e. when the payload cannot be represented in a flat table.  

Whenever encoded data is logged, then the encoding should be mentioned in the file name as specified in section 2.3.  



 

UPER is an encoding of ASN.1 messages using the Unaligned Packet Encoding Rules. Typically, UPER is used to encode CAM, 

DENM, IVI, SPAT and MAP messages in ITS-G5 communication.  

UPER encoding compresses the ASN.1 message to a binary form that can be converted to a HEX-string. The following is an example 

of an encoded CAM: 

010212095B72F370405A952FBBCDBEDCC8DFFFFFFC222E875800000FC02F7D82C0850737530F5FFFB0000000 

This HEX-string can then be logged in a csv file as shown in the example in section Error! Reference source not found.. In this case, 

cam' is the message_type that is used to identify the log_item and the filename will be  

cam_<log_stationid>_<utc_time_iso8601>_uper.csv 

 

Log data should be stored in standard file types.  

 Currently only one file format is specified for flat files; csv as specified in the next subsection.  

 If log items are hierarchically organised, then data or message in the log_itme should be: 

o Encoded and logged as a single data value in a flat file (csv) 

 

Flat log data are log_items without any hierarchical structure. These can be represented in a flat file or flat table in which every line or 

row logs a single log_item with all parameters in the same order.  

Flat data can be stored in csv files with the following specifications: 

 The first line is a headline defining the names of the log_parameters as specified in the following sections.  

 The  comma ‘,’ is used as the value separator in a ‘comma separated values’ or csv file 

 Sting values must be enclosed by double quotes “<string>” 

Vehicle log data and application data are typically logged in csv flat files. 

 

Log_items of which the payload is encoded into a single parameter, can also be logged in a flat csv file. Each of the encoding formats 

in section 2.6.1 can be used.  

Encoded data can be stored in csv files with the following specifications: 

 A single log_item can only contain 1 encoded data value. 

 The encoded data value must be provided as the last log_parameter in the csv file; i.e. following the meta.  

 The csv file should comply with the specifications of section 2.6.2.1 

The advantage of logging encoded data in csv files is that the payload can be logged immediately upon reception or generation without 

the need for decoding for the purpose of logging. Examples for encoded data in csv files are given in section 3.3. 

The restriction for data analysis is that the file name should identify which decoders should be used. Hence only a single type of 

log_item and encoding can be used in the log file.   



 

This section presents examples and explanations for implementation of the communication logging. Communication logging contains 

log item meta data and messages that are sent or received by a station via any communication medium, path or channel. The meta data 

is defined in section 2.5.1 and Table 5.  

The messages are preferably logged in encoded format (section 2.6.1); i.e. in UPER, XER or JSON as specified in section 2.6.2.2 and 

the log_items are fully specified in workbook (Table 2): 

Communication_<version>.xlsx 

Communication of other message standards, such as DATEX2, can also be logged in similar schemas, but these standards are not 

included in this document. 

In addition to the general specifications of communication logging, few typical issues need to be highlighted in following sub sections.  

 

To trace messages from senders to receivers, the logging of all senders and receivers should be collected, and messages must be 

uniquely identified in the logging to enable tracing the messages through the communication network.  

C-ITS services and applications communicate standard messages like CAM, DENM, IVI, MAP and SPAT. Table 9 defines the 

currently supported standard versions in InterCor. 

These standards define the contents of the messages, including the data elements (see also the CDD) and structure, and various 

encoding schemes such as in binary (UPER) and XML format (XER). Tools exist to generate these encodings automatically from the 

ASN.1 specification of the message type. The XML encoding may also be useful to exchange the messages without the need for any 

conversion. 

Message  Standard 

CDD ETSI TS 102 894-2 v1.2.1 (2014-09). Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS); Users and applications 

requirements; Part 2: Applications and facilities layer common data dictionary 

CAM ETSI EN 302 637-2 v1.3.2 (2014-11). Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS); Vehicular Communications; 

Basic Set of Applications; Part 2: Specification of Cooperative Awareness Basic Service. 

DENM ETSI EN 302 637-3 v1.2.2 (2014-11). Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS); Vehicular Communications; 

Basic Set of Applications; Part 3: Specifications of Decentralized Environmental Notification Basic Service. 

IVI ISO TS 19321:2015 (2015-04-15). Dictionary of in-vehicle information (IVI) data structures. 

MAP SAE J2735, Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Message Set Dictionary, March 2016. 

SPAT SAE J2735, Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) Message Set Dictionary, March 2016. 

Table 9 – C-ITS message standards 

The data elements to uniquely identify messages in the logging are used as defined in Table 10. These data elements are always 

mandatory as log meta data for all sender and receiver stations. 

Message Type  Data elements 

CAM CAM.stationid 

CAM.generationdeltatime 

Generationtimestamp of the CAM, converted by the logging station from the CAM.generationdeltatime in 

TAI 

DENM DENM.originatingstationid 

DENM.sequencenumber 

DENM.referencetime in TAI 

IVI IVI.stationid 

IVI.countrycode 

IVI.provideridentifier 

IVI.iviidentificationnumber 



IVI.timestamp in TAI 

MAP ItsPduHeader.stationid of the sender 

MapData.timestamp (if available) in UTC 

MapData.intersections[1].id.region 

MapData.intersections[1].id.id 

MapData.intersections[1].revision 

When multiple intersections are specified in a MAP message, each intersection should be logged separately. 

SPAT ItsPduHeader.stationid of the sender 

SPAT.timestamp (if available) in UTC 

SPAT.intersections[1].id.region 

SPAT.intersections[1].id.id 

SPAT.intersections[1].revision 

SPAT.intersections[1].moy and SPAT.intersections[1].timestamp (if available) in UTC 

When multiple intersections are specified in a SPAT message, each intersection should be logged 

separately. 

Table 10 –Message data elements to be used as log meta data to uniquely identify a C-ITS message type from Table 9 

 

Timestamps in CAM, DENM and IVI are defined in TAI rather than UTC (section 2.1), and may also be logged in TAI. However, it is 

strongly preferred to log the timestamps also in UTC in the logging to minimise the errors resulting from time synchronisation issues 

and post processing. Hence log parameters for “timestamp_UTC” are added.  

In CAM, only a relative time offset is defined in the data element for the delta generation time. The CAM delta generation times must 

be converted to absolute timestamps by the log_application. Conversion afterwards during data analyses would be ambiguous. The 

absolute timestamps are preferably logged in UTC, and alternatively in TAI, as log parameters generationtimestamputc or 

generationtimestamptai respectively. 

 

Communication logging from Table 9 can be provided in the following file format. Examples are provided in this section following the 

file name convention of section 2.2. The examples may not contain all conditional and optional values of the latest specifications in the 

workbook (Table 2). 

The preferred format for logging communication data is by logging the full encoded messages in CSV files. The log format is 

specified in the specification workbook from Table 2: 

LogFormat_Communication_<version>.xlsx 

The CSV file format is specified in section 2.6.2.2. 

A single log file should only contain the messages of the same message type and the same encoding. The file name should identify the 

message_type as <log_item> (section 2.3), and the <encoding>, i.e.: 

<message_type>_<log_stationid>_<utc_time_iso8601>[_<encoding>].<filetype> 

 

Two types of encoded messages are foreseen: 

 A CSV file can be provided with the log items defined in Table 5 and the message encoded in UPER, converted to a HEX-

string. This is the preferred format for logging ITS-G5 communication, e.g.: 

 

log_timestamp,log_stationid,log_action,stationid,timestamp,asn1data 

1493837527770,52140,SENT,52140,1493837518824,010212095B72F370405A952FBBCDBEDCC8DFF

FFFFC222E875800000FC02F7D82C0850737530F5FFFB0000000 

  



 

This section explains the implementation of the logging of application logic and HMI events. The approach to application logging and 

specification of eventmodels is described in section 2.5.2. The full specification of application logging is provided in workbook (Table 

2): 

LogFormat_Application_CITS_<version>.xlsx 

The workbook includes the eventmodel meta data and the log parameters for events and eventactions. 

The first section lists the event types. The following sub sections explain the event models, events and actions in more detail per event 

type.  

 

Event models are organised by event types. Table 11 lists the supported event types for C-ITS services and applications that are 

primarily organised by the type of C-ITS messages from section Error! Reference source not found..  

eventtype Description 

SECURITY all events and actions related to the communication security and PKI such as signing and verification of 

certificates. 

CAM All events and actions related to CAM services and messages 

DENM all events and actions related to the processing of DENM for safety and hazard services 

IVI all events and actions related to IVI messages and in-vehicle signage services 

TLM all events and actions related to MAP and SPAT messages and controlled intersection services 

Table 11 – Event Types for application and HMI logging 

A set of eventmodels is defined in the workbook on a sheet for every event type named: 

<EventType> EventModels 

These sheets define the eventmodels by the eventmodelids and their set of eventactions with eventactionids, as specified in Table 6.  

For the C-ITS services from Table 11 eventmodels are generally defined for: 

1. Generating messages 

2. Receiving messages 

3. Relevance checking of received messages 

4. Map matching of events to the host position and trajectory 

5. Awarness of driver support and requesting or triggering actions to an HMI 

6. Confirmation that the triggered awareness actions are actually presented on the HMI 

 

Note the distinction between eventmodelids 5 and 6 for evaluation purposes. Eventmodel 5 logs when the application triggers or 

requests information or a warning to be presented to the HMI and driver. This does not necessarily imply that the information or 

warning is actually presented by the HMI to the driver. In baseline test for example, the HMI may be switched off, while in a 

treatment test the HMI is on also events for modelid 6 can be logged. 

The distinction of eventmodelid 5 and 6 can also be used explicitly to differentiate baseline and treatment events, while all log 

parameters can still be logged for the eventactions in both events. 

For every event type, two additional sheets specify the meta data and additional parameters for logging the actual events and 

eventactions. These sheets are named respectively: 

<eventtype>event 

<eventtype>action 

Note the use of small letters in the sheet names, that should also be used as <log_item> in the log file names generated. 



The events in the tables '<eventtype>event' need to be identified and related unambiguously to the related C-ITS messages, in order to 

associate events across stations and evaluate their cooperation. Table 12 defines the mandatory items to log for each event type to 

uniquely identify the related C-ITS messages. The items are like those in the communication logging (Table 10). Note that timestamp 

information of the messages is not mandatory as an event can span the lifetime covering all repetitions, updates and negations of 

messages.  

Event Type  Data elements 

SECURITY ITS Application ID (ITS_AID) or the BTP destination port of the message type to be signed or verified 

CAM CAM.stationid of sender (called originatingstationid in the workbook) 

DENM DENM.originatingstationid 

DENM.sequencenumber 

IVI IVI.stationid 

IVI.serviceprovideridentifier 

IVI.iviidentificationnumber 

TLM ItsPduHeader.stationid of a MAP or SPAT 

MapData.intersection.id 

MapData.intersection.revision 

Table 12 – Mandatory data elements to define detected events per event type 

 

A security event is a message that has to be signed by a sender or validated by a receiver.  

 

Table 13 shows the event models for the SECURITY event type which are defined on sheets “SECURITY EventModels” and 

“securityaction”. The event models are basic and very similar to the communication diagram of Figure 3. The event models are 

different from the DENM, IVI and TLM types because of the nature of the type of events.  

event

model 

id 

Event Model description event 

action id 

Event Action description 

1 Sender assigns or changes a 

pseudonym certificate 
1 assign GN address 

2 assign or change an Authorisation Ticket (AT) 

2 Sender signs a message 1 message is not signed 

2 failed signature creation 

3 successful signature creation 

3 Presentation on HMI of received 

information 
1 validation SUCCESS and payload delivered 

2 validation FAILED but payload delivered (non-strict verification) 

3 validation FAILED and payload discarded 

Table 13 – SECURITY EventModels of event models for the SECURITY event type from Table 11 

The sheets and models can be easily adapted and extended for other applications by adapting or extending the lists on the sheets.  

 

The event models identify two roles: the sender and the receiver. 

Signing or validatign messages is considered as a continuous process and as an event or activity. Processing of an individual message 

is considered an action.  



A sender defines an event for every type of message that needs to be signed. For example an event is defined  upon the first CAM to 

be signed. Another event is defined for the first DENM to be signed, and third event for the first IVI to be signed. Every event lasts for 

the duration of operation of the station. 

During every  event, actions are logged for: 

 Every change of pseudonym certificate, GN address or Authorization Ticket (AT) 

 Every message that is signed (or not) 

A receiver defines a new event for every type of message that it receives from a new station and for every new AT. The events also 

last for the duration of operation of the receiver station. Actions are logged for every message received and verified.  

Security is primarily handled at the Network and Transport layer of ITS-Stations. At this level, the contents of C-ITS messages is not 

available, and therefore communication parameters like stationid or message type are not available for logging. Parameters from the 

communication profile are therefore specified to log to define events and actions. The itsaid and the btpdestinationport are therefore 

used to identify the message type upon logging events.  

 

Within the period of operation of a station, security actions are logged for the signing and validation of every message, and the actions 

for handling certificates.  

In addition to the eventactionids, additional parameters can be logged for data analyses. 

Most important parameter is the report value returned from signing or validating certificates, as so-called SN-DECAP confirm report 

as specified in ETSI TS 102 723_8 v1.1.1. The report value identifies for example whether a certificate is invalid or revoked.  

Digest values can be logged to easily identify certificates and their authorisation authorities. 

Also country code, MAC addresses and station types may be logged to analyse potential issues with (foreign) certificate authorities or 

specific stations. 

 

A DENM event is an event of a DENM-based service, such as a road works or a road hazard notification service.  

 

The communication diagram of Figure 5 shows the roles, activities and actions in the cooperation of an originator station (sender) and 

receivers. The originator station detects the environmental event and starts sending notification DENMs, and updates and eventually 

terminates the event. An event is defined for every notification; i.e. for every originator and sequence number. A new sequence 

number is considered to be a new event on both the sender and on the receiver station. 

A receiving station starts the event only upon the first reception of a DENM. Next sequence of activities are to determine the 

relevance, matching the event, triggering awareness and presenting the warning via the HMI to the driver.  

The numbers of the activities in Figure 5 denote the eventmodelids. The numbers of the actions are the eventactionids. Table 14 lists 

the event models and actions from the workbook sheet “DENM EventModels”.  



 

Figure 5: Communication diagram of events and actions for DENM event type 

event 

model 

id 

Event Model 

description 

event 

action 

id 

Event Action description 

1 Generating DENM 1 DENM trigger 

2 DENM update 

3 DENM cancelation 

4 DENM negation 

2 Receiving DENM 1 DENM trigger 

2 DENM update 

3 DENM cancelation 

4 DENM negation 

3 Relevance of 

received DENM 
1 relevant = assumes all the following criteria are checked as relevant 

2 not relevant: not in time validity duration 

3 not relevant: not in relevance traffic direction 



4 not relevant: cause code will not be processed; e.g. not implemented or 

recognised 

5 not relevant: sub cause code will not be processed; e.g. not implemented or 

recognised 

4 Matching of 

received DENM 
1 not in awareness or relevance distance yet from event, trace or event history 

2 in relevance distance of event, trace or event history, while off trace and off 

event history path  

3 on trace  

4 on event history path 

5 Awareness of 

received DENM 
1 trigger request to HMI for presentation 

2 update request to HMI for presentation 

3 revocation request to HMI 

6 Presentation on 

HMI of received 

information 

1 first visual presentation 

2 update visual presentation 

3 revoke visual presentation 

4 first audible signal 

5 revoke audible signal 

Table 14 – DENM EventModels of event models and event actions for the DENM event type from Table 11 

 

DENM event models identify two roles: the originator and the receiver.  

The originator is the generator and sender of DENMs. The originator defines a new event (and eventid) upon the detection of a new 

DENM environmental notification. The event lasts for the duration that DEN messages are updated, terminated and repeated.  

A receiver of DENMs detects and logs a new eventid upon the reception and identification of a new DENM; i.e. a new 

<originatorstationid, sequencenumber> (Table 12). The event lasts while the DENMs are received and the receiving station is in the 

relevance area of the DENM.  

The receiving station defines a new event every time it passes the environmental notification area again (after leaving the DENM 

relevance area and end the previous event). If a receiving station would pass the road works area three times on a single day, it should 

log 3 events.  

The event is logged with the event identification parameters from Table 12; i.e. the originatorstationid (also by the sender) and 

sequencenumber.  

It is convenient for data analysis to also log the DENM.referencetime (by the receiver) and the event (sub) cause codes.  

 

The eventactions defined in Table 14 enable analysis of the performance of applications to support drivers such as the timeliness and 

reliability of warnings on the HMI. A list of additional parameters can be logged to more accurately record what information and how 

warnings are triggered or presented, such as: 

 Traffic signs, coded using the ISO TS 19321 as used in IVI <servicecategorycode, pictogramcategorycode> 

 Speed limits and speed advices 

 Lane status 

 Warning distances, warning times and orientations (relative directions) 

 Acoustic signals (warning sound) and priority of presented information 

 

 

 



An IVI event is a unique IVI as identified by the provider and identification numbers. If a series of adjacent events are divided in 

separate messages with different identification numbers, then each message is considered a separate event by both the sender and the 

receiver stations.  

Event models and actions for the IVI events are defined on sheets “IVI EventModels”. IVI event models are very similar to DENM 

models.  

 

A Traffic Light Maneuvre or TLM event is an event bound to a controlled intersection. This include GLOSA (Green Light Optimised 

Speed Advice) services, as well as traffic light priority services and red-light violation services. Typically, one or more of these 

services become active on the same intersection. The concept of an event is slightly different on the RSU than on an OBU or PID. 

The RSU of the TLC runs a continuous process of generating and sending MAP and SPAT messages. An event is defined for each 

intersection, and all sent MAP and SPAT messages are actions. Most likely it is not necessary to log every MAP message, since these 

remain unchanged for long periods of time.  

The RSU defines an event for handling the priority request interaction for every single station and intersection pass. The event starts 

with the first priority request of station X. Every updated priority request is an action. Every decision and SSM message sent for 

granting or denying a request is also an action. 

The RSU defines a new event for every red-light violation that is detected or warned for.  

The OBU or PID defines a new event for every intersection pass. An intersection pass is a single pass over the intersection, and 

includes (parts of) an ingress and an egress approach and passing the crossing area. The event is defined upon reception of the first 

MAP or SPAT message of a new intersection id. Every received message update, and every decision of the applications and trigger to 

the HMI are also actions of the same intersection pass event. If the station decides to request priority, then the request, update, and 

service message for granting or denying priority by the RSU are all actions of the same intersection pass event. Similarly, every red-

light violation action is also part of the same intersection pass event. 

Hence the intersection or intersection pass is defined as the event, during which actions can be triggered for any of these services.  

 

Event models and actions for the TLM event types are defined on sheet “TLM EventModels”. The communication diagram of Figure 

6 shows the roles of the Road Side Unit (RSU) connected with the Traffic Light Controller and the On-Board Unit (OBU) in a vehicle 

or truck, including emergency vehicles and public transport vehicles.  

The model for GLOSA services is similar to the models for DENM and IVI events; i.e. for the generation, reception, relevance, 

matching, awareness and presentation models. Minor differences are defined for the message generation and reception, because MAP 

and SPAT messages are generated frequently rather than event based and do not have a trigger-update-termination dissemination 

process.  

The TLM event modes are extended for requesting priority or pre-emption. Requesting priority introduces a bidirectional interaction 

protocol between an OBU and an RSU. An OBU can request priority with eventmodelid 7. Actions are distinguished for sending a 

request (SRM)  and interpretation of the returned signal status message (SSM) whether priority is granted and if a priority speed advice 

is provided. The RSU uses eventmodelid 8 to log decisions on granting or denying requested priorities. Distinction is made for RSU 

logging for the decision to grant priority and the moment the priority is actually executed and implemented in an update of the signal 

phase timing (SPAT). This is also the event that the OBU can detect the grant for priority on possible priority speed advice that the 

RSU advices to make use of the priority. 



 

Figure 6: Communication diagram of events and actions for TLM event type 

A red light signal violation events occurs during an intersection pass, hence it can be assumed that receiving messages (modelid 2), 

relevance of MAP and SPAT, and matching on approaches also apply to this service. The relevance of a red light violation is separate 

from the relevance of GLOSA (in addition to Figure 6): 

Eventmodelid 10:  the host application itself detects that it cannot halt before the stop line. The relevance is determined 

from SPAT. 

Eventmodelid 11: the host application detects that another road user on a conflicting trajectory will violate the red light. 

Relevance on a violation can be determined from SPAT, CAM or DENM messages. 

The relevance of a red light violation is qualified in risk or conflict levels: 

1. Potential; a violation or collision can still be avoided if the user stops before the stop line 

2. Imminent; a violation of the red light or conflict on the crossing is imminent if stopping before the stop line is infeasible 

3. Violated: the host vehicle has crossed the stop line on red or has entered the crossing area in the presence of violator. 

Like for GLOSA and priority, the awareness trigger and presentations of red light signal violation warnings are logged using 

eventmodelids 5 and 6. 

The eventmodelids and eventactionids are specified in the workbook on sheet 'TLM EventModels' and are not explicitly listed in a 

table here.  

 

 



 

The RSU defines three types of events.  

 Intersection: basically the RSU continuously controls a single intersection or multiple intersections. For logging and analysis 

this is simplified and an event should be defined in every test session or experiment (section 2.2) for every intersection. If an 

RSU sends MAP messages spanning multiple intersections, that it should log actions for each intersection as a separate 

event. If during a test experiement the MAP would be updated, than the RSU should define a new event and also end the 

previous event. The 'intersection' event lasts for the duration of the experiment and the MAP validity period.  

 Every request for priority is logged as a separate event by an RSU. This event lasts till the requestor has left the MAP area. 

 Every (potential) red light signal violation is logged as a separate event by an RSU. This event lasts till the (potential) 

violator has left the MAP area. 

The OBU logs only one type of event: the single pass of an intersection in a MAP message. This event starts with the reception of the 

first message of the intersection, e.g. the first MAP or SPAT message. The event ends when the OBU leave the intersection area, i.e. 

the approaches in the MAP. All actions while passing the intersection are logged as actions for this event, e.g. requesting priority and 

warnings for violations.   

If an OBU passes the same intersection multiple times, than each pass should be logged as a separate event.  

An event is identified by the intersection identifiers; i.e. the RSU <stationid, intersectionid,  intersectionrevision> (Table 12). 

Additional parameters from MAP and SPAT can be logged to identify the event, such as: 

 Region, signalgroup, laneid and turndirection – depending on the mapping and navigation performance of the OBU. 

 Priority request id and type for the RSU upon first request. 

The OBU may have already defined the event before deciding to request priority, hence the priority request id and type can also be 

logged as part of an eventaction.  

 

The eventactions defined in Figure 6 and the workbook sheet 'TLM EventModels' enable the performance analysis of applications to 

support drivers for indicators like the timeliness and reliability of warnings on the HMI. A list of additional parameters can be logged 

to more accurately record what information and how warnings are triggered or presented, similar to DENM and IVI events for: 

 Signal phase, turn direction and time advices 

 Speed limits and speed advices 

 Warning distances, warning times and orientations (relative directions) 

 Acoustic signals (warning sound) and priority of presented information 

 

Application and HMI logging should be provided as specified in flat data in the format of CSV file format, as specified in section 

2.6.2.1. The '<eventtype>event' and '<eventtype>action' sheets as specified in the workbook are flat tables, and include the mandatory 

parameters from Table 8 and Table 12, and the additional parameters described per event type in the above sub section.  

 



[1] Public repository of log data format specifications and example log files at https://ada1.tno.nl/logformats/.. 

 

https://ada1.tno.nl/logformats/

